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Abstract: Root–stem separating is one of the most important processes in carrot harvesting, but it
is easy to cause damage due to the impact. In order to reduce the damage of carrot harvesting and
provide the basis for the design of the separation mechanism, the damage mechanism of carrot was
studied by the finite element method (FEM) and pendulum experiment in this study. Through the
simulation analysis and the pendulum experiment, it was found that the critical damage impact
force was 45.2 N and 43.1 N, respectively. Comparing the two results, the critical impact force of
the carrot was basically the same, with an error of 4.87%. In conclusion, the FEM was reliable for
the carrot damage prediction, and the critical impact force could be used for the design of a carrot
harvesting mechanism.

Keywords: carrot; root–stem separation; bruise; FEM; experiment

1. Introduction

The carrot is one of the top ten vegetables in the world, and its planting area is widely
distributed around the world. However, the mechanization degree of the carrot in the
harvest stage is not high, and further research is needed [1,2]. The carrot harvest includes
carrot pulling, transportation, root–stem separation, etc. The root–stem separation is the
most important process in the harvest process, and its separation effect directly affects the
damage rate and consistency rate of carrots [3,4]. The pulling harvest is one of the main
ways to harvest the carrot. Moreover, the root–stem separation stage is mainly through
the impact between the carrot and the pull rod to separate the carrot at the root–stem
junction [5,6]. However, the carrot is easy to damage due to the impact, and the degree of
damage depends on the structural parameters and working parameters of the root–stem
separation device. There is no research on the damage mechanism of the carrot pulling
harvest in the literature, so the structural parameters and working parameters of the
separation device are based on experience and a lack of theoretical basis.

The material characteristics of carrots from different areas, varieties and growth
periods are different. Even with the same root–stem separation device and working
parameters, the damage degree is different. So the work parameters of the separation
device need to be adjusted for different batches of the carrot. However, it is unrealistic
to obtain the working parameters through a physical test every time, which takes a long
time. Therefore, this study intends to establish a reliable simulation model to facilitate the
damage analysis of different batches of carrots and obtain the best working parameters, so
as to provide a basis for the adjustment of the working parameters of the carrot root–stem
separation device.

It is difficult to measure and describe the internal stress change caused by the impact
during the harvest of agricultural products only through experiments. Therefore, the finite
element analysis (FEA) method is widely used in the dynamic response of agricultural
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products, and is often used to predict and simulate nonlinear behaviors such as the internal
stress and deformation of the fruit impact. Ji simulated the manipulator picking apples
by FEM, and analyzed the influence of different mechanical finger types on the dynamic
response of apples [7]. Kabas combined the FEM method and experiment to explore the
deformation behavior of tomatoes under impact load [8]. Celik used FEM to simulate apple
drop, and used a high-speed camera to verify the deformation behavior consistent with the
simulation [9]. Salarikia simulated the drop of pears at two different drop angles and four
different impact surfaces by FEM, and explored the internal stress–strain distribution [10].
Miraei used FEM to predict the damage of grapefruit under external load [11]. These
literatures simplified the constitutive model of agricultural products into a linear elastic
model or elastic-plastic model, but in real life, agricultural products exhibited visco-elastic
properties when subjected to an external impact load. Kim endowed apple with visco-
elastic properties, and explored the mechanical behavior of apple under different impact
loads by FEM [12]. Gao regarded potato as a visco-elastic body, and analyzed its drop
response by FEM, and verified it by experiment [13]. However, different tissues of fruits
have different material properties, and it is an effective way to improve the simulation
accuracy to establish a finite element model based on the actual growth characteristics
of fruits. Therefore, this study intends to establish a finite element model of visco-elastic
multi-layer tissues according to the actual growth characteristics of carrots, and verify the
reliability of the model by the pendulum impact test.

In this study, the elastic-plastic material properties and visco-elastic material properties
of carrots were obtained by the compression test and relaxation test, and a 3D model of
carrots with core, flesh and stem was established. Based on the explicit dynamic of FEM,
the impact condition between the carrot and pull rod was simulated, and the internal stress
and the critical impact force of the carrots were analyzed. Finally, the impact test was
carried out by a self-made pendulum device, and the results were compared and analyzed
with the finite element simulation results.

2. Materials and Method
2.1. Materials

The carrot used in the experiment was ‘New Red Carrot’ selected from Zhejiang,
China, and it was necessary to ensure that it has no deformities, no cracks and no damage.
As shown in Figure 1, carrots consist of two parts, the core and the flesh, separated by a
clear dividing line. For follow-up experiments, both the core and the flesh need to be made
into cylindrical samples (Figure 2). Firstly, a sampler with an inner diameter of 10 mm
was used to drill the cylindrical sample along the diameter of the carrots. Then the drilled
cylindrical sample was fixed on a special device, and cut at both ends in parallel. Samples of
the two parts were taken on both sides of the dividing line, the size was ϕ10 mm × 10 mm.

Figure 1. The longitudinal profile of carrot samples.
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Figure 2. Cylinder samples of the carrot.

2.2. Mechanical Properties

Carrot is a visco-elastic material. Its elastic behavior is unrelated to the loading speed,
representing the recoverable deformation, and its viscosity behavior is related to the loading
speed, representing the decay deformation. The two material characteristic parameters of
the carrot are measured and calculated by the compression test and stress relaxation test,
respectively, in this study.

2.2.1. Compression Test

In order to determine the physical deformation characteristics and elastic material
properties such as elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio and bio-yield point of carrot, compres-
sion tests were carried out on the carrot samples. The test was carried out by an electronic
universal material testing machine (LDW-1) at room conditions (22 ◦C ± 1 ◦C, 40–60% RH).
The flesh samples of the carrot were compressed between two hard metal plates until a
certain deformation was achieved, as shown in Figure 3. According to ASAE food material
standards, the test used 2.5 mm/min compression rate, each test with 10 samples [14].

Figure 3. Compression test.

The stress–strain curve of the carrot flesh was obtained by the compression test, as
shown in Figure 4. The elastic deformation of the sample occurred at the beginning of
compression, and the curve showed a linear relation. When the curve reached the bio-yield
point, the sample began to undergo plastic deformation, which was irreversible. When the
curve reached the failure point, the sample broke and the stress began to decrease. It could
also be obtained from the figure that bio-yield stress is the stress of the bio-yield point,
elastic modulus is the tangent of the elastic zone, and the tangent modulus is the slope of
the connection between the bio-yield point and the failure point.
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Figure 4. The stress–strain curve of carrot flesh.

According to Equation (1), Poisson ’s ratio was calculated by measuring the diameter
variation and compression deformation of cylinder samples [15].

µ =
ε0

ε1
=

∆L/L0

∆D/D0
(1)

where L0 is the initial length before compression, ∆L is the length deformation after com-
pression, D0 is the initial radius before compression, and ∆D is the diameter deformation
after compression.

In the elastic stage of the carrot sample, the diameter deformation was measured by a
vernier caliper with a resolution of 0.02 mm, and the length deformation was obtained by
the sensor of the universal material testing machine.

Similarly, a compression test of the carrot core was carried out, and the elastic-plastic
parameters of the carrot were measured and calculated, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Average value of carrot elastic-plastic material parameters.

Materials Elastic Modulus
(MPa)

Bio-Yield Stress
(MPa)

Tangent
Modulus (MPa) Poisson’s Ratio

Flesh 4.45 0.806 3.35 0.477
Core 4.63 0.821 3.42 0.479

2.2.2. Stress Relaxation Test

To describe the visco-elastic behavior of carrot, the time-domain elastic modulus was
obtained by the stress relaxation test. The stress relaxation test was to compress the sample
to a certain amount of deformation in a very short time and keep the deformation constant,
and the stress would continue to decrease to residual stress [16].

The optimum conditions of the test were obtained by the three-factor and three-level
orthogonal test. The test was carried out by an electronic universal material testing machine
(LDW-1) at room conditions (22 ◦C ± 1 ◦C, 40–60% RH). The flesh samples of the carrot
were placed between two hard metal plates and compressed at a compression rate of
1.5 mm/s. Moreover, when the compression deformation reached 1.5 mm, the metal plates
remained for 120 s. The obtained stress relaxation curve is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The stress relaxation curve of carrot flesh.

In order to solve the stress relaxation phenomenon of complex materials, this study
selected five elements of generalized Maxwell model to fit the stress relaxation curve.
The model consists of two different Maxwell models and a spring in parallel [17]. The
constitutive model of the model is shown in Equation (2), as follows:

Et = E1e−t/T1 + E2e−t/T2 + E∞ (2)

where E1 and E2 are the decay elastic modulus, E∞ is the equilibrium elastic modulus, T1
and T2 is the relaxation time.

The stress relaxation curve of the carrot flesh was analyzed by nonlinear regression
analysis by SPSS software. The fitting coefficient R2 is 0.998, and the fitting equation of
carrot flesh obtained can be expressed as Equation (3).

Et = 0.727e−t/1.684 + 0.775e−t/26.31 + 1.831 (3)

In ABAQUS finite element software, Prony series is usually used to describe the visco-
elasticity of materials [18], which can be obtained by the conversion of Maxwell model
parameters. The expression is as follows:

gp
i =

Ei
E0

(4)

τ
p
i = Ti (5)

E0 = E(t = 0) = E∞ +
n

∑
i=1

Ei (6)

where gp
i is the relative elastic modulus and τ

p
i is the relaxation time.

Similarly, the stress relaxation test of the carrot core was carried out, and the visco-
elastic parameters were measured and fitted, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The visco-elastic material parameters of carrot for FEA.

Materials Relative Elastic
Modulus gp

1

Relative Elastic
Modulus gp

2

Relaxation
Time τ

p
1(s)

Relaxation
Time τ

p
2(s)

Flesh 0.218 0.233 1.684 26.31
Core 0.238 0.237 1.623 30.3
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2.3. FEM of Carrot Impact Damage

In order to explore the damage problem in the process of root–stem separation of
carrot, this study intends to establish an impact model between the carrot and pull rod, and
to obtain a reliable model through experimental verification or correction. It is obtained
how much load on the carrot will cause damage, which provides a basis for the design of
the separation device.

2.3.1. Establishment of 3D Solid Model

Based on the actual appearance of carrots, a multi-layer model of carrot core and flesh
was established, and the stems were connected at the root–stem junction. The geometric
sizes of the carrot model were measured by slide gauge and averaged. The original model
of the pull rod is complex, but in actual working conditions, the impact is not related to the
structure in the length direction, and only related to the shape and size of the cross section.
Therefore, considering the diameter size of the actual pull rod, the pull rod is simplified
into a cylindrical rod with a diameter of 16 mm. The solid models of the carrot and pull
rod were established by SolidWorks, and the two were assembled. Since the movement of
the two before the impact is meaningless, in order to reduce the calculation time, the initial
position of the carrot is closely attached to the pull rod, as shown in Figure 6a.

Figure 6. Impact simulation using FEA.

2.3.2. Establishment of Finite Element Model

The assembly drawings established by SolidWorks were imported into ABAQUS soft-
ware. The models of carrot flesh, core, stem and pull rod were all used as 3D solid elements.
In this study, the core and flesh were endowed with two different material properties, and
both were assumed to be isotropic materials. The specific material parameters are shown in
Tables 1 and 2 in Section 2.2. Since the yield strength of the pull rod is far greater than that
of carrot, the pull rod can be set as a rigid body to reduce the simulation calculation time.

Usually in the simulation of fruits and vegetables, tetrahedral elements and hexahedral
elements are used, which have good adaptability to irregular shapes. Therefore, the core
and flesh of the carrot were divided by tetrahedral elements, and the pull rod and stem
were divided by hexahedral elements, as shown in Figure 6b. After the meshing was
completed, the contact conditions and constraints between the carrot and pull rod were
set as follows: The impact contact between the carrot and pull rod was defined as the
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surface-to-surface contact, and the contact properties were set. The core and flesh of the
carrot were connected into a whole by surface-to-surface tie constraints. The bottom of the
stem and the top of the flesh were connected by surface-to-surface tie constraints.

As the impact surface, the centroid reference point position of the pull rod was fixed.
A fixed constraint was applied to the top of the stem to simulate the carrot being clamped,
and the initial velocity was applied to the carrot. A probe was added at the centroid
reference position of the pull rod to read the impact force of the carrot on the pull rod. In
FEA, the most important purpose is to find out the maximum stress and impact force, and
the bruise usually occurs first in the maximum stress position.

2.4. Experimental Design

The drop experiment is a common way to study the influencing factors of the impact
damage on fruits. However, the physical properties of different parts are quite different.
Moreover, it is difficult to control the impact position of long-strip fruits such as carrots
in the drop experiment. Therefore, a pendulum device was designed for carrot impact
damage analysis [19], as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The pendulum device.

The pendulum device mainly includes the encoder (E6B2-CWZ6C), pendulum, fine-
tuning component and impact component. The encoder is used to record the initial angle of
the pendulum and the change process of the angle. The fine-tuning component is used to
fine tune the impact position of the carrot and the impact part to improve the test accuracy.
The impact component is composed of a force sensor (Cl-YD-3301) and a steel rod used to
simulate the pull rod with a diameter of 16 mm.

In order to explore the relationship between impact force and carrot damage, the
critical impact force is predicted by the fitting curve of impact force and carrot damage
rate. The ‘New Red Carrot’ from Zhejiang, China, was selected for the experiment. Before
the experiment, 300 carrots were randomly divided into 10 groups, and the mass of each
carrot was measured. The experiment selected 10 groups of initial potential energies in
a wide range, and to ensure that the initial potential energies of the carrots in the groups
were the same, the initial swing angle was calculated from the mass of each carrot. After
adjusting the swing angle and releasing freely, the carrot impacted with the steel rod. After
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the pendulum has bounced back, it would be fixed to prevent the second impact of the
carrot. The above steps were repeated until all experiments were completed, and the data
were recorded and processed. According to the impact force measured by the experiment,
the appropriate impact force interval was selected, and the carrots were reclassified into
several groups.

The carrot samples after the experiment were stored at room conditions (22 ± 1 ◦C,
40–60% RH) for 24 h to detect the damage of the carrots. The impact site was judged
whether there was a slight discoloration or crack, and verified whether it had softened, as
shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Damage status of carrot.

3. Results
3.1. Results of FEA

After pre-processing and simulation, effective data and visualization results were
obtained at post-processing. The impact simulation is shown in Figure 9, the impact
between the carrot and pull rod began from 0 ms, and the stress at the impact site increased
gradually until it reached the peak value at 2 ms. After this, the upper part of the carrot
began to rebound due to the reaction force of the pull rod, and the stress at the impact site
gradually decreased. At the same time, the carrot began to tilt due to the inertia of the
lower part of the carrot. The carrot vibrated due to the local impact, with slight stress in
the middle part, starting from 4 ms. Moreover, due to the continued rebound of the carrot
and the restriction of the stem, obvious stress appeared at the junction of the stem.

In this study, the von Mises failure criterion, commonly used to estimate the yield
performance of materials, was used to analyze the equivalent stress of the carrot [20]. In
other words, the region where the equivalent stress exceeded the bio-yield stress was
judged as bruised. It could be seen from the simulation result that the equivalent stress of
the flesh was far greater than that of the core, so only the damage of the flesh needed to be
considered. The maximum equivalent stress occurred at the near surface, which indicated
that carrot is likely to damage at the near surface first.
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Figure 9. Simulation results of impact.

The curves of the maximum equivalent stress and impact force of the carrot with time
are shown in Figure 10. During the impact process, the impact force and the maximum
equivalent stress of the carrot reached the maximum at 2 ms. During the rebound process,
the impact force gradually decreased to zero, and the maximum equivalent stress still had
0.05 MPa residual stress in the non-contact state. This is probably due to the non-uniform
plastic deformation of the carrot [21].

Figure 10. Curves of equivalent stress and impact force changing with time.

According to Table 1 in Section 2.2, the bio-yield stress of the flesh was 0.806 MPa.
Figure 8 shows that the maximum equivalent stress increased from 0 MPa at 0 ms to
0.806 MPa at 1.9 ms, and the carrot had elastic deformation without damage. From 1.9 ms,
a region where the maximum equivalent stress of carrot is greater than its bio-yield stress
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was identified as having undergone plastic permanent deformation and as being damaged,
with the impact force of 45.2 N. At the same time, since the position of the maximum
equivalent stress was not fixed, new regions of the carrot were constantly identified as
bruised from 1.9 ms to 2.2 ms. After 2.2 ms, the maximum equivalent stress of the carrot
began to decrease from 0.806 MPa, and the damaged region was no longer increased.
Therefore, through the impact simulation, it can be concluded that the critical impact force
between the carrot and the pull rod with a diameter of 16 mm is 45.2 N.

Energy check is a method to verify the accuracy of finite element simulation. The
dynamic simulation energy activity of carrot impact is shown in Figure 11. During the
impact between the carrot and the pull rod, its kinetic energy was gradually transformed
into internal energy, which was absorbed by the carrot. It could be noticed that at 1.9 ms,
the model began to show plastic strain energy, at which time the carrots began to appear
damaged. The total energy of the entire impact process was checked, and it was found that
the fluctuation was less than 5%, and it could be considered that the total energy remained
basically unchanged. Hourglassing is a kind of deformation that does not produce strain
change in finite element simulation. Under normal circumstances, the hourglass energy
should not exceed 5% of the internal energy, so it can be said that the accuracy of the
FEM-based simulation in terms of energy is reliable.

Figure 11. Energy analysis in FEM-based simulation.

3.2. Results and Analysis of Experiment

In order to explore the relationship between impact force and carrot damage, and
predict the critical impact force, the fruit quality was evaluated by defining the fruit damage
rate, as shown in Equation (7).

P =
Nb
N

× 100% (7)

where P is the fruit damage rate, Nb is the number of damaged fruits in each group and N
is the total number of fruits in each group.

The carrots have been regrouped according to the impact force, the carrot damage rate
of each group was calculated, and the damage rate was assigned to the average number of
impact forces in the group.

Logarithmic regression analysis was carried out on the experimental data, and the
relationship between the damage rate and the impact force is shown in Figure 12. The
determination coefficient R2 is 0.9275, and the fitting equation is P = 0.76 ln(F)− 2.86.
When the impact force between the carrot and steel rod is less than 43.1 N, no damage was
observed on the carrot. When it was higher than 43.1 N, the damage rate of the carrots
increased rapidly, from 0% at 43.1 N to 50% at 83 N, and then to 64% at 100 N. The impact
force of the carrot increased with the increase in the maximum contact stress. When the
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maximum contact stress was greater than the bio-yield stress, the carrot was damaged.
Meanwhile, the damage rate of the carrot increased with the impact force.

Figure 12. Relationship between fruit damage rate and impact force.

4. Discussion

In the experiment, the critical impact force between the ‘New Red Carrot’ and the steel
rod with a diameter of 16 mm predicted was 43.1 N, and in FEA, the critical impact force
was 45.2 N. Thus, in the process of predicting the critical impact force, the error between
the simulation results and experimental results was only 4.87%. Therefore, it showed that
the result of the FEM-based simulation was reliable.

After that, more in-depth mechanism studies can be carried out. The damage factors
of the carrot and pull rod can be analyzed, and the measures to reduce the damage can
be put forward. The critical impact velocity between the carrot and pull rod can be
calculated by the finite element model. Through kinematic analysis and dynamic analysis,
the relationship between the speed of the pull rod and carrot damage can be established,
so as to complete the structural optimization and working parameters optimization of
root–stem separation.
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